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Newsletter volume 28, 7th January-February 3rd 2008, 

The Chinese Month of Rat 

7thJanuary –February 3rd 2008-Star 9 arrives 

This is the last month in the year of Boar and say good bye to Annual star 2 in command 

and welcome the arrival of Star 1 that will in command next month beginning Feb 4th. 

The combinations of annual 2-sickness star and plus the arrival of monthly 9 star that 

with fire element might create certain diseases that is abnormal. Such combination 

might create panic in the hospitals or clinics. Certain male leaders (Presidents or Prime 

ministers alike) are prone to make ‘uncalled or unprecedented’ decisions that might 

stunt the world. Rapid fire accidents might accelerate and cause unwarranted situation.  

Summary:  

Kind Sectors: Kind Sectors: Kind Sectors: Kind Sectors: NorthNorthNorthNorthwestwestwestwest////SoSoSoSoutheastutheastutheastutheast    
Unkind Sectors:Unkind Sectors:Unkind Sectors:Unkind Sectors:    West/West/West/West/NortNortNortNorthhhhwestwestwestwest////NorthNorthNorthNorth    

 

The Book of Tao by Laotze-Tao The Ching 
Chapter Twenty Three (to be in an accord with nature of Tao) 

Less argument is more in accord with the nature of Tao 

A violent wind does not last for the whole day 

A sudden rain does not last for the whole day 

Who can make such phenomena? 

It is heave and earth 

Even Heaven and Earth do not last long in its acting 

How much less can man do? 

Therefore, those who are cultivating Tao (Way) are in accord with Tao and they can study and discuss 

together. 

Those who follow character (TAK) are identified with character 

To face one suffering from loss, we must have compassionate minds to comfort him 

He who is in accord with Tao 

Tao is also happy to welcome him 

He who is identified with character 

Character is also glad to welcome him 

To comfort one suffering from loss 

The sufferer is happy with you 

Tao being so abstruse someone is lacking in its existence 

Therefore there is no need for you to argue about this subject with these people. 

 

Chapter 24 (not to be greedy and eating too much) 

He who stands on tiptoes will not stand firm 

He who walks with long step will not walk well 
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He who shows off is not far-sighted 

He who justifies himself is not distinguished 

He who brags himself is not given credit 

He who prides himself is not the leader for long 

These in the eyes of Tao, are called ‘having surplus burden’ 

When one has large surplus of food and holding too much high positions 

He invites jealousy, disgust and trouble 

A man of Tao will be free from such precarious situation 

 

Chapter 25 (the truth of tao) 

There was something undefined 

Formless and inaudible 

Coming into existence before heaven and earth 

Silent and boundless 

Standing also without change 

Keeping on revolving ceaselessly 

It is worthy to be the mother of the world 

I do not know its name 

But I called it Tao 

Making an effort further I gave it another name called The Great 

To be great is to go on 

To go on is to be remote 

To be remote is to return 

Therefore 

Tao is great 

The Heaven id great  

The Earth is great 

The King (sage) is also great 

In the world there are four that are great and the King (sage) so one of them 

Man models himself after the Earth* 

The Earth models itself after Heaven 

The Heaven models itself after Tao 

Tao modes itself according to the Law of nature 

 

*man, animals plants etc. living on earth but does not claim any credit and favor. It works in silence for 

others 
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Sequential of Flying Stars Movements 
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White Purple Stars and Numbers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Formula to calculate 60 cycle numeric numbers 

Numeric number= (Heavenly Stems-Earthly Branches) multiply 5 plus Heavenly Stem 

If the outcome is negative number, then add 60 to it. 

For Instance: 乙酉 (2,10) 

=2-10 x 5 + 2 

=-38 

=60+ (-38) 

=22 

 

Formula to calculate annual White Purple star in central box 

From Period 1 to 3 (1864-1923) = the balance of (65-numeric number)/9  

From Period 4 to 6 (1924-1983) = the balance of (68-numeric number)/9 

Stems Branch 

Number 

甲 子 1 

乙 丑 2 

丙 寅 3 

丁 卯 4 

戊 辰 5 

己 巳 6 

庚 午 7 

辛 未 8 

壬 申 9 

癸 酉 10 

 戌 11 

 亥 12 
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From Period 7 to 9 (1984-2043) = the balance of (62-numeric number)/9 

Formula to calculate monthly white purple star in central box 

Four Pure element months子午卯酉=the balance of (18-month)/9 

Four Storages months辰戌丑未=the balance of (15-month)/9 

Four Longevity months寅申巳亥=the balance of (12-month)/9 

Formula to calculate daily white purple star in central box 

Formula to calculate hourly white purple star in central box 

 

Middle Line (空縫空縫空縫空縫) 

The Lo Kang reading shows that the line is exactly on the middle of two Kua numbers.  This is 

not a good sign and might create turbulences in life.  Below shows the summary of such 

incidences. 

Middle Line Kua Significances 

丙午 This is bad for female, will affect her regular period/Reputation and status will be smeared 

午丁 Heart Diseases problems/Bad for younger female/Legal related problems 

丁末 Angry and bad tempered female/Remarry female/Short life resident 

未坤 Lung Cancer/Stroke/Car accident/commotions 

坤申 Legal related issues/unhappy family/ 

申庚 Lusty and gambling habits 

庚酉 Disrespectful son/financial difficulty 

酉辛 Divorce/financial difficulty 

辛戌 Lung and blood related health problems/separation of love ones 

戌乾 Introvert male/female with lower torso problems 

乾亥 Financial burden/disrespectful son 

亥壬 Financial burden/Widow 

壬子 Illegal drugs problems/disrespectful son 

子癸 Lethargic/Bankrupt 

癸丑 Remarry/unable to conceive 

丑艮 Constant arguments among family members/foot and hand accidents 

艮寅 Constant arguments among family members/financial difficulty 

寅甲 Incline to commit suicide/cancer/financial difficulty 

甲卯 Lonely/Fall from the peak 

卯乙 Short circuit/Electrocution 

乙辰 Car Accident/Drown/Bad health 
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辰巽 Introvert male/financial difficulty 

巽已 Uneasy to conceive/lonely 

已丙 Favorable for female 

 

Empty Death Line（（（（空亡空亡空亡空亡）））） 

Is the line exactly on Kua between lines? This is a rather bad as might affect family 

relationships, health and wealth.  

 

Numbers Association 

1. Lok Shu Numbers 

4 Shun 9 Lei 2 Kwan 

3 Chan 5 central 7 Tui 

8 Kan 1 Ham 6 Kin 

2. Nam Kap Numbers- is an exchange form for prediction for Heavenly Branches 

Kin Kua with 甲 (Yang Wood), 壬(Yang Water) is 6 

Kwan Kua with 乙(Yin Wood),癸 9Yin Water) is 2 

Kan Kua with 丙(Yang Fire) is 8 

Tui Kua with 丁(Yin Fire) is 7 

Ham Kua with 戊(Yang Earth) is 1 

Lei Kua with己(Yin Earth) is 9 

Chan Kua With 庚(Yang Metal) is 3 

Shun Kua with辛(Yin Metal) is 4 

3. Her Tou 

亥(Boar)子 (Rat) with 1,6 

已(Snake)午(Horse) with 2,7 

寅(Tiger)卯(Rabbit) with 3,8 

申(Monkey)酉(Rooster) with 4,9 

辰(Dragon)戌(Dog)丑(Cow)末(Goat) with 5,10 

 

 

Water Method 

Water is said to be the most critical element to dictate the wealth level of human beings. This is 

not hard to understand as most of the coastal regions in the world are prosperous and still 

growing. Tang’s Dynasty Master Yang popularizes this method.  It is believed that he is using 

the San He Method（三合）of Water formation, strong water and water storage agents to 

dictate the water flow in such a manner that will bring auspicious energies to the house.  

However, throughout my experiences, this method is not ideal and practical but worth to 
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understand its logic and formation. 

 

House Setting Yang/Yin Formation Water(長生長生長生長生) Water Storage (墓墓墓墓) Strong Water (旺旺旺旺) 

甲 Yang Wood Yang 乾亥 丁未 甲卯 

丙 Yang Fire Yang 艮寅 辛戌 丙午 

庚 Yang Metal Yang 巽巳 癸丑 庚酉 

壬 Yang Water Yang 坤申 乙辰 壬子 

艮 Kan Yang 辛戌 丙午 艮寅 

乾 Kin Yang 丁未 甲卯 乾亥 

乙 Yin Wood Yin 坤申 壬子 乙辰 

丁 Yin Fire Yin 乾亥 甲卯 丁末 

辛 Yin Metal Yin 艮寅 丙午 辛戌 

癸 Yin Water Yin 巽已 庚酉 癸丑 

巽 Shun Yin 庚酉 癸丑 巽已 

坤 Kwan Yin 壬子 乙辰 坤申 

The method(s):  

1. For Yang Setting the water be flowing should be from left to right, if other wise means inauspicious. 

2. For Yin Setting: the water should be flowing right to left, if other wise means inauspicious. 

  
Below revisit our long kang 24 mountains directions and degree, repetition 
is the mother of skill 

Lo Kang (Feng Shui Compass 24 mountains) 
North-坎坎坎坎(Ham) 
1.Yam, ,(337.5-352.5 degrees)  

2.Rat, ,(352.5-7.5 degrees) 

3.Kwai, 癸癸癸癸,(7.5-22.5 degrees) 

 
Northeast-艮艮艮艮(Kan) 
4.Ox, ,(22.5-37.5 degrees) 

5.Kan,艮艮艮艮,(37.5-52.5 degrees) 

6.Tiger, ,(52.5-67.5 degrees) 

 

East-震震震震(Chan) 
7.Kap,甲甲甲甲,(67.5-82.5 degrees) 

8.Rabbit,卯卯卯卯,(82.5-97.5 degrees) 

9.Yuet,乙乙乙乙,(97.5-112.5 degrees) 

 

Southeast-巽巽巽巽(Shun) 
10.Dragon,辰辰辰辰,(112.5-127.5 degrees) 

11.Shun,巽巽巽巽,(127.5-142.5 degrees) 
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12.Snake,巳巳巳巳(142.5-157.5 degrees) 

 
South-離離離離(Lei) 
13.Peng,丙丙丙丙,(157.5-172.5 degrees) 

14.Horse,午午午午,(172.5-187.5 degrees) 

15.Ting,丁丁丁丁,(187.5-202.5 degrees) 

 
Southwest-坤坤坤坤(Kwan) 
16.Goat,末末末末,(202.5-217.5 degrees) 

17.Kwan,坤坤坤坤,(217.5-232.5 degrees) 

18.Monkey,申申申申,(232.5-247.5 degrees) 

 
West-兌兌兌兌(Tui) 
19.Kang,庚庚庚庚,(247.5-262.5 degrees) 

20.Rooster,酉酉酉酉,(262.5-277.5 degrees) 

21.San,辛辛辛辛,(277.5-292.5 degrees) 

 

Northwest-乾乾乾乾(Kin) 
22.Dog,戌戌戌戌,(292.5-307.5 degrees) 

23.Kin,乾乾乾乾,(307.5-322.5 degrees) 

24.Boar,亥亥亥亥,(322.5-337.5 degrees) 

Please write to info@misterfengshui.com  

Your letters and comments are always welcomed! 

----Kerby KuekKerby KuekKerby KuekKerby Kuek    


